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INTRODUCTION

A 3D GPR investigation, combined with fluxgate magnetometer, has been carried out on a hill fort called Castro de la Magdalena in León (Northwest of Spain). The archaeological investigation started after remains of Celtiberian culture (dated from the first Iron Age) and a later Roman occupation were discovered in a town nearby.

Examples of archaeological prospection by means of multi-technique geophysical data over Roman remains are extended in the specialized literature (Sambuelli et al., 1999); (Sala & Lafuente, 2007); (Peña et al., 2008).

However, due to the lack of previous geophysical works over remains from Celtiberian cultures, their detection and characterization became more challenging. Besides, ground conditions of this particular site were characterized by the existence of a dense clay layer covered by multiple ploughing furrows which, although limiting the full potential of GPR, do not avoid obtaining valuable information (Weaver 2006).

Main objective was to help archaeologists during the excavation planning and characterize the site. Another goal consisted on comparing the results of applying different 3D GPR data acquisition strategies and data processing schemes.

METHODOLOGY

The multi-technique geophysical prospection spread over two survey areas: The hill, where the fort is located, extends over 5140 m² and the area situated south to the hill, which approximated extension is 10800 m², where shallow excavations revealed clues of an undefined Roman settlement.

The hill was surveyed using two different GPR systems: A GSSI SIR-3000 system equipped with a 270 MHz was...
used for pseudo 3D data acquisition of the whole area, with a density of 0.40 m by 0.025 m, 512 samples per scan and time window of 60 ns. On the other hand, and following 3D ultra-dense grid strategies (Novo et al., 2008a), a RAMAC system with 250 and 500 MHz antennas was only employed for surveying three small grids within the hill and with the goal of obtaining full-resolution 3D imaging of subtle archaeological targets (Novo et al., 2008b). Since the archaeological site was related with metal transformation and work, the GPR survey was complemented with a magnetic survey using a Bartington 601 fluxgate gradiometer system to locate possible kilns, pits or metal remains.

Due to its large extension, much faster magnetic surveying suggested the application of this technique for completing the area situated south to the hill. However, as the other techniques could help to extract additional information, a pseudo 3D GPR survey with the SIR-3000 were effectuated over a grid of 400 m² each.

RESULTS

GPR

The electrically lossy ground material attenuated much of the radar energy further than 30 ns. In addition, GPR data were influenced by poor ground-coupling as the antennas passed over many furrows linked with ploughing operations. So such local conditions could be the reason for the high scattering attenuation of the GPR data acquired. As a result, careful data processing was performed within GPR-SLICE v6.0 (Goodman, 2008) in order to extract some information and finally GPR slices showed a large group of anomalies which are related with human activity (Fig. 2 and 3).

After dewowing and gaining the data, pseudo 3D processing of data collected with the SIR-3000 system consisted on the generation of several sets of time-slices with different time windows to achieve the best view of archaeological features. The final interpretation was made over a set of
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**Figure 1**: A shows the results of shallow excavations (15-30 cm) over the Roman settlement. B shows location of Roman villa and Castro areas. C shows a silo from Celtiberian culture.
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**Figure 2**: Slice 5 at 25-40 cm shows many features of interest.
25 time-slices 3.75 ns thick by first calculating the squared amplitude of each trace and then gridding using the inverse distance algorithm and a search radius of 0.6 for interpolating areas without data. Time to depth conversion was performed with a velocity determined from hyperbola analysis and also in-situ velocity tests over building parts discovered in archaeological trenches.

On the other hand, data acquired by applying 3D ultra-dense grid strategies were extremely affected by soil and ground surface conditions. Fine 2D data processing involved the following filters: DC-shift subtracting, band pass within the time-domain, subtracting average, band pass frequency and gain compensation of the geometrical divergence losses. Then three-dimensional data volumes were generated and sliced into 1 sample thick horizontal depth-slices by using the absolute pulse values. Best visualization was obtained after applying a 9x9 low pass filter.

**Magnetic**

Magnetic data was collected in 0.5m by 0.25m resolution and the data processing consisted in line-mean correction and a 3x3 low pass filtering.

The results partially reproduce some of the walls detected with GPR, but as expected, the most valuable information was the position of high magnetic contrast anomalies interpreted as kilns and pits.

The survey area was extended to the south, where the archaeological team located roman pottery, iron slag and tegulae in the previous surface exploration. The magnetic survey revealed a full occupation of this southern side, with high contrast anomalies interpreted as kilns, pits and building remains. The diffuse shape of most features was interpreted as they are positioned at increasingly deeper levels due to erosion and slope, which was confirmed by radagrams collected in this area.

**Conclusions**

In spite of unfavourable soil conditions 3D GPR results show many constructive structures and distinguish levels with complex overlapping patterns. In this particular case, pseudo 3D GPR strategies were more effective because clayey soil properties and ploughing furrows strongly degraded full-resolution 3D imaging potential. On the other hand, magnetic surveys have helped to confirm some of the constructive structures and also detect anomalies with high magnetic contrast such as kilns, ferrous elements and clay floors.

These results demonstrate that combined 3D GPR and magnetic surveying are effective tools that can be used for mapping and characterizing castros, even in cases where remaining stratigraphy is very short.
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